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The purpose of this paper is to deal with some applications of factorization 
theorems for linear operators in the theory of projection methods. It is 
known that the speed of convergence of projection methods for the equation 
x-Tx=y (1) 
in a Banach space E depends both on the structure properties of T and those 
of y. Therefore in [9] we introduced projection methods of the class 2,; here 
the influence of the structure properties of y is of lower degree, and therefore 
we obtain in general a higher rate of convergence. 
Let En = span{z, ,..., x,} be an n-dimensional 
space E. A projection method of the class 9” (v 3 0) 
the solution z E En of the linear equation 
aj(z - TX - TYy) = 0, 
subspace of a Banach 
consists of determining 
(2) 
where a, ,..., a,, are continuous linear functionals on E. Then 
is an approximation of the solution x of equation (1). 
It is easily seen that the usual projection methods (Ritz-Galerkin, colloca- 
tion, etc.) are of the class 2,, . 
Generally we assume that the solution of (1) exists uniquely, and that the 
functionals a, ,..., a, E E’ are chosen such that for each y E E the solution of 
(2) is uniquely determined. Then the map 
S”“. E-t E 12 * n 
Y-X 
is a well-defined continuous linear operator. 
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The solution of (1) is given by the equation 
v-1 
where SV) is defined by 
x = ,fb Tir + S(*‘Y, 
(I - T) c Tj + S (111 (v))=(gTi+S(v’)(l- T)=I. 
The error is given by the difference 
x - xy = y Tjy + ,(y)y _ (2 = (s’“’ - Sk’) y; 
GO j=O 
hence the rate of convergence of the projection methods of the class 9” 
depends on the rate of convergence of the sequence P’) - Sz). 
The optimal rate of convergence of a sequence of linear operators with 
n-dimensional image to a compact operator T is determined by its upproxima- 
tion numbers 
a!,(T) = inf{li T - T, 11 , dim T,E <n}. 
An operator T is said to be of &p-type [7], if, for anyp > 0, 
f UP < co. 
?L=O 
An operator T belongs to the class f9 [4], if, for anyp > 0, 
sup n%,(T) < co. 
7EN 
THEOREM A. Let T be a continuous linear operator, such that Tk belongs 
to the class $, . Then for v 3 1 and for each n E N there exist z1 ,..., z, E E 
and a, ,..., alL E E’ such that fey the operators S, (kv), dejined by (2), the following 
inequality holds 
sup n w-t /, s(kv) - sp’ II< 03. 
9EN 
Proof. For each n E N there exists an operator R, with dim R,E < n and 
[I Stku) - R, I/ < 2ol,(SkY)). Let E, = R,E. By the theorem of Garling and 
Gordon [3] there exist x1 ,..., z, E E, and a, ,..., a, E E’ such that, for the 
projection P, with 
P,x = f q(x) zi , 
j=l 
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(1 P, [I < dz. For Shk”’ = P,,!Vs) (that is equivalent to a projection method 
with a, ,..., z, and ci = ((I - T)-l P”)’ a,) we have 
II R, - St”’ II = II J-‘,dR, - S’““‘)II < 11 P,, [I jl R, - SCk”) Jl < 2 6 OI,(+“)) 
and 
I/ S(kv) - Sp) (I < (1 Stk”) - R, Ij + 11 SF’ - R, // < 4 d/n cy,&+)). 
From S(7cV) = (I - T)-r Tkv we obtain 
d $ lw pp %,“l(Tk)u, 1 I 
such that 
sup ?P’“-4 (/ s (ku) 
ndv 
- Sf”’ (1 < const (2.1 n”z,(T”))” < co. 
This proves the theorem. 
Let .Q be an open bounded domain in m-dimensional Euclidean space with 
sufficientIy smooth boundary. Then for k > 0 and 1 < q < co the SoboIev 
space WQk(Q) is the completion of the space Cm(~) with respect to the norms 
II x Ilw,L = II x //wp + ( c 
l4-WI 
if k # 1,2, 3 ,.... Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Let C? be a continuous linear operator from L,(Q) into Wgh(sZ), 
and T the restriction of p to W,*(a). If the equation 
x-Tx=y 
has a unique solution for each y E W,‘“(Q), then there exist for each n, v EN 
elements x1 )..., z, E W**(Q) and linear functionals a, ,..., a, on Wgk(Q) such 
that for the operators S$‘), dejined by (2), the following inequality holds 
sup n(r’m)v-* [[ S”’ - Sk’ 11 < co. 
#GN 
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Proof. We have 
where K is the embedding of W,“(Q) into L&2). By a theorem of Birman and 
Solomiak [I] we have 
and therefore 
This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a continuous linear operator from WQk(Q) into 
WUz(Q), 1 > k, and T the restriction of p to W,,z(sZ). If the equation 
x-Tx=y 
has a unique solution for each y E WQz(sZ), then there exist for each n, v E N 
elements x1 ,..., z, E W,l(sZ) and linear functionals a, ,..., a, on W,l(Q), such 
that for the operators S, (‘I deJned by (2), the following inequality holds. 
sup n “((I-k/w&:b* ,, S’“’ _ c&v) /, < co. 
TEN 
Proof. By a theorem of Amar el Kolli [5] the n-th diameter of the unit 
ball UGz with respect to the WQk norm is 
dn(Uaz, U,“) < const . ~--(~-~)/m, 
where d,(A, B) is given by 
d&4, B) = inf{S > 0, A C SB + E, , dim E, < n> 
(the infimum is taken over all subspaces E, of wpk(Q) with dim E, < n). 
Lemma 9.1.6 of [7] states the result LY,(K”*“) < (1 + n1j2) dn(7Jq1, up”), 
where Kzsk is the embedding of W,l(Q) into Wqk(S2). So we get 
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shows that the operator T = ~~~~~~ fulfills 
sup n(a-k”“+~ a,(T) < CO. 
V&EN 
The proof is finished by application of Theorem A. 
There is a second class of linear operators which are useful in this 
connection. 
An operator is said to be p-absolutely summing if there exists a positive 
number p such that, for each finite collection x1 ,..., x, of E, the following 
inequality holds 
(gl 11 Tx, T ,,zz( c=, < p sup i I(xi , a)[* l”. ) 
For the definition and properties of p-absolutely summing operators see [8]. 
THEOREM B. Let be 1 <p < CO, k, m, v EN, k > p/2, and v > mk. Let 
T be an p-absolutely summing operator in a normed linear space E. Then for 
each n E N there exist z1 ,..., z, E E and a, ,..., a, E E’ such that the operators 
Sr), de$ned by (2), 
jl (&-q)-z’(m-l) I[ St’ - S’“’ p-1) < co. 
Proof. The product Tk of k p-absolutely summing operators T is 2-abso- 
lutely summing for k > p/2 [8, Satz 191. The 2-absolutely summing operator 
Tk can be factorized over Hilbert spaces HI and H, in the following manner 
such that the map Q,Rl is also 2-absolutely summing [8, Satz 161. So the 
map QzRl is a Hilbert Schmidt operator [8, Theorem I]; therefore QzR, is an 
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b-type operator [7, 8.3.41. The product of an @-type operator with an &type 
operator is an P-type operator with l/r = l/p + l/q [7, 8.2.71, such that 
Tmk is an e2io+r)-type operator. Therefore P) = (I - T)-l TV is also an 
e2icm-l)-type operator. As in the proof of Theorem A we get the estimate 
/I S’“’ - Sk) /I < 42/q-l c$&+)) 
and 
This proves Theorem B. 
As an application of Theorem B we get the following results. Let (C) stand 
for the statement: 
(C) Let be 1 < p < CO, k, m, v EN, k> p/2, m 3 2, v 3 mk. For each 
n E N there exist elements x1 ,..., z, of the Banach space E and linear functionals 
a, ,..., a, on E such that the operators Sr), defined by (2), 
z1 (l/iqi)-2’(m-1) 11 S’“’ - Sk) !I;‘-) < co. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be the Banach space CT(a) of functions with continuous 
u-th derivative, T a continuous linear operator from WpT(s2) into CT(a), and 
T the restriction qf 5? to CT(s). Then statement (C) holds. 
Proof. The operator T can be factorized in the following manner: 
where K is the embedding of Cr(Q) into WDr(12). Since this embedding is 
p-absolutely summing [8, Satz 121, Theorem 3 follows from Theorem B. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be the Banach space W:+“(Q), dim S < ps, p a 
continuous linear operator from W,‘(Q) into W;+“(Q), and T the restriction of 
p to Wi+*(l2). Then statement (C) holds. 
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the embedding K isp-absolutely summing [8, Satz 131, and therefore T = FK 
is also p-absolutely summing. This proves the theorem. 
Remark. We obtain analogous results for operators of the kind T = Kp, 
where K is one of the mentioned embeddings. 
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